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EFFECT OF DISSIPATIONONDYNAMICAL FUSION THRESHOLDS

Arnold J. Sierk
Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

The existerlce of dynamical thresholds to fusion in heavy nuclei (A? 200)
due to the nature of the potential-energy surface is shown. These thresholds
exist zvzn in the absence of dissipative forces., due to tht? coupling between
the various colle~tive deformation degrees of freedom. Using a macroscopic
model of nuclear shape dynamics, I show how three different suggested dissipa-
tion mechanisms increase by varying amounts the excitation energy over the
one-dimensional barrier required to cause compound-n~cleus formation. The
recently introduced surface-pi us-wi~dow dissipation may give a reasorlable
representation of experimental data on fusion tt,resholds, in addition to
pr~pe~$ly describing fission-fragment kinetic energies and isoscalar giant
multipole widths, Scbli’~g of threshold results to asymmetric systems is
discussed.

I. INTROOLICTION

In order to form a com~ound nucleus in a heavy-ion collisiGn, the com-

posite system must pass through a configuration more compact than the fission
1-5

saddle point . In addition, of course, the energy initially in the fission

degree of freedor must be shared relatively rapidly with other degrees of

freedom, So the system does not “bounce apart” before @nergy equilibl’ation can

occur. For nucl~i with mass lumbers less than about 200, the fission saddle

point is more elongated than the point of first contact of colliding ions,

which lies in$ici~ the one-dimensional intel’actioll barrier, Ther,jfor~ fusion

occurs natl rally for lighter systems which ale collided with an enclgy sliqht-

Iy above the interaction barrier height. In contrast, heavier syst.rms will be

driven apart by the disruptive Coulomb forces before pass{nq inside the fis-

SIOI] saddle point, since this i)oint corresponds to a mol’e comp,.rt,rollfigur~-

tion thar, tll~ poln’ of fir~t collt.~ct, Thus, :or nuclpar systems l~eavler tl)nll

sonw threshold value, MII additiorlal kinetic energy AE. above the une-din,elisioo-

al bdvrier enrl’gy 1s requirt’f.:to drive the syst~m inside {t% saddle po{nt alltl

thus to fusion, This phenome:):)l)wcs qunli L~t.ivmly dl~ru~sed at least as enrl.v

a:, 19(,[)1 , and was quhnt.lt.at.ivelymoct~leclwith non-v{sc,oll!.I[quid drops 11)

1~733. CIlculnt.ion~ in 15/04
5

and 19 I used an improved model of th~ tIuclonr

forc~ which Ir][lude{lfirllt~-ran(io off~t:ts, still with nu (lIsslpot,ivo fcrcv~,.



model which utilized a fcrm of one-body dissipation. In this work the extrl

energy AE needed to cause fusion was given the colorful misnomer “extra push”.

Around the same time began appearing several experimental measurements of the
12-21

existence of a dynamical threshold energy . The conjunction of these

latter two developments has led some to the conclusion that the existence of

dynamical thresholds was evidence for the ualidity of this particular fc)rm of

one-body dissipation. However, the mere existence of a dynamical threshold is

predicted by a spectrum uf models. More precise measuremen+.s and bet?.~r

models offer the possibility of restricting the types of dissipation which are

consistent with Lhe data. In fact, later measurements, although not conclu-

sive, seem to indicate that the amount of dissipation predicted in Swiatecki ’s
22-26

wall-and-window one-body dissipation is too high .

I will discuss in this paper the effects of three different models clf

nuclear dissipation o(1 the dynamical thre~holds to fusion in a single ‘.r,ified

model , with tile eventual aim of learnirg something about which dissipation

models may be app~opriatc to describe real nuclei. This type of comparison

within the confines of a single model is crucial because of the many details

wl)ich differ arrlongthe various models 6-11,27.28
Distinctions be’tween results

caused mdinly by potential, inertial or dissipative effects will h~;p to

address the true nature of nuclear dissipation, In Section 11, I discuss the

dynamical model, in Section 111. I show somo calculated results, and in SI?c-

tion IV 1 discuss some effe~ts CIt valying the mass asymmetry of the collidir,g

ions, Also in this section I make a comparison of the ra?culations tcr the

limited data availabl~, Finally, in Section V I summarize and discuss th~~

resl)lt.s,

11. DVNAM]CAL M(_J~[L

lhf’ detnils of tho clynamic.~1mo(irl I usv have b~~n considered else-

whrr;>(’’(’. lnc basic ldca 1s to specify tht. sh~pc of an incompressible nLl-

ClPl15 With ~ 51PII11 n(lrnh~r of ~J/itsaMVtP~S, thrn calculate a potentifll cnerg~, a

kin(’~i~ ~l)ergy, and a Rayl~liqlldi~>ipntiol) func!lon In term~ of these parz-

mod{ flari Iiamilton’s equations kitl,

tally integrated to find the

~vol!ltIon of the nuclear shupe.



by twc spheres of the appropriate

a separation such that the matter

of o~erlap of the spheres reaches

shapes to evolve according to the
6

a deformi;lg system .

For this second stage of the

size. When the centers of the spheres reach

redistributed into the neck from the region

a radius of 3 fm, I then allow the nuclear

modified Hamilton’s equations appropriate to

collision, I express the closed, axially

symmetric surface specifying the shape in cylindrical coordinates (p,@,z) as
30

N+l

P:(z,@) = p:(z) = Z aiP,
i=O

wherz Pi is a Legendre Polynom

x = (2-;)/20 ,

where 2Z0 is the length of the

is tne value of the coordinate

(x) , (1)

al, ai are the generalized coordinates, and

(2)

shape measured along the symmetry axis, and ;

halfway b~tween the end points. Impcsing

volume conservation and requiring the center of mass t~ lie at z = O leads to:

N

‘O = - 2 ai
i=2,4

N+l

al = ‘i=: ~ ai
I

‘o
= 2/300 ,

and to the N

use N = 10.

5 deqrevs of

lllStPCiil

havo li~tlc

I
(2b)

(2C)

(7LI),

independ~nt coordinates {a2,a3, ,..,aN+J}. III this paper I will

For purely symmetric shapes, a

freedom remaining.

of expressing result~ if) t.prms

nt.uiti’~~value by themselves,

two-dim~r~~ional subspnu~~ of cnor(llrlato-lrldul)~l~delltma55 mompntsl 1t would I)f’

I odd coctficients are r,ero, with

o; these coordinates {af), which

will ptoject. t,he results onto a

3



will have any feeling for the meaning of the coordinates describing a particu-

lar choice of shape parametrization. I first define a plane perpendicular to

the symmetry axis thr~ugh the neck (if the ~hape has a neck) or thi’ough x = O

(if there is no neck), which separ~tes the shape into two portions. For the

right- and left-hand portions, I define <zn>~ as the rrass-weighted moments of
29

Zn of the right- (left-) hand portion of the body . The coordinates of the

two-dimensional projected subspace are the center-of-mass separ~tion

r = <z>
f!

- <z>
L

(3a)

and the fragment elongation

a
= <(z-<z> ~2> 1/2

RR
+ ,(z-<z>L)%Ll/2 . (3b)

I also define a mass asymmetry coordinate

a = (<ZO>
L

- <zO>R)/(<zO>L + <zO>R)=(AL-AR)/A . (3C)

The moment r is the :amillar separa~ion of the centers of mass of two collid-

ing ions, and o is a measure of their r~lat.ive oblateness or prolaterless

(before contact) or necking (after contact), For a spherical system, m~tions

along r and o are orthogonal linear combinations of the quadruple and hexa-

decapole normal modes, The mass asymm~try a is O for symmetric fission or

collisions al~d is r,early 1 for particle e’~aporation or fo}’ a single nucleon

colliding with a heavy nucleus,

B. Potential Energy

From the surface function defined by two spl~eres or the parameters {ail I

calculate tllc~Coulomb energy of a charge distribution made diffuse by folding
31

a Yukawa function over a uniform d~nsit,y Ins{de the surface , and the nuclear

energy by twice folding a Yukawa-pl us-exponent.i al effective two-body inter-
32,33

action uot~l~tial ovet the same unjform density distribut.fan . This form

of the macroscopic energy, with four parameters d~termined from elastic elec-

tron ~catt,erinq, fr ,1]fissio!l barrirr heights and from heavy-fen elastic
3::-34

scpit~ring , d~srribe> exp~rirnent-al fusion bat-tiers of light nuclei with-

out further param~t~rs. This method also UIVPS similar r~sults to the prox-

Imtty pot.clltlal, but iI]contri.st to th~ proximll.y potontlal Is useful for

arl)itrary shnpr%. SII)(P I wIII b( conc~rr}vd In this pappr only with head-o”)

4



collisions I will not discuss angular momentum effects.

c. Kinetic Energy

Since it has been shown that the nuclear inertia for large deformations

approaches the incompressible, irrotational value35 , I will model the inertia

by means of the Wer,~er-Wheeler approximation to irrotational, incompressible
29

flow, in which the fluid is assumed to move in circular layers . The kinetic

energy is expressed in terms of the coordinates and their time derivatives as

T =; Mij(a) ;.;. =
lJ

; (M ‘l)ijPi Pj } (4)

where M, .
lJ

is the deformation-dependent inertia tensor, pi = M. a., and I use
lJ J

the convention of summing over repeated indices,

D. Dissipation

The coupling between the col?ertive and internal degrees of freedom gives

rise to a dissipative

whose componerlt along

Fi=- rlij(a);j

For

cal , the

dissipat

force (also to a fluctuating force which 1 ignore here)

the racrdinate ai is

(5)

the preliminary stages of a collision, when the ions remain spheri-

r radial motion ~s damped by Randrup’s one-body p~oximity window

on’6. After the dynamica’ shape evolution is started, either no

dissipation or one of three different models is assumed. For historical

reasons, I c~nsidcr hydrodynarnical viscozity with a v:scosity coefficient of

0,02 terapoise,
b,37

which reproduces fission-fragment kinetic energy ~ata ,

even though rh~re is no theoretical ~easor, to suppose that this model should

be appropriate to low enerqy nuclear process~s. For the second model, I use

the one-body wall-and-window dissipation] originally suggested by Swia-
~7-39

tecki

Before describing the third dissipation model, 1,observe tbdt neither of

those historical mechanisms reproduces th? observed widths of Isoscalar giant
40

multipole resonar]ces , and both req:ilre physical assumptions that arc not

appropriate foi$ the typ~ of nuclear motlnn occ~lrlng in low e’.ergy collisions

~rd fisslor~, Furtllermor~, two-body collisioIIs, knich ane assumed to occur

uniformly tl~tioughout the nucl~.lr vo’ume in the first mode!, and totally ne-

qlect,o~llr~the second will (Jccur with ~l~iite~t probability in the nurle,lr

5



surface region. Various more detailed models of nucleon dynamics inside

nuclei imply that one-body damping is significantly reduced from the value
41,42

predicted by the classical wall formula .

By abandoning some of the questionable assumptions of the moving-wall

model, but still realizing that a combination of one-body and two-body dissi-

pative collisions will be concentrated near the nuclear surface, we are led

(in lowes. order in the surface diffuseness) to a dissipation rate which has

the same f~nctional form as thai of the wall model, but a different strength.

Spec

Cy=
dt

- ksp; J (&D)2dS ,

fically, the time rate of change of the collective Hamiltonian is

(6)

where ; is the normal velocity of the surface eleme:,t dS, D is the normal

component of th: everage drift velocity of nucleons abuut to collide with dS,

p is thz riuclear density, ; is the average speed of nucleons inside the nu-

cleus (3/4 VF for a Fermi gas), and ks is a dimensionless strength parameter,

measuring the relat.lve probability of an energy-chdiiging collision either

between two n.’cieons or between ;Islnyle nuclecn and the moving one-body

potential. The Swiatecki wall formula would correspond to the maximal value

k~=l, Thi~ coefficient [1~~ been determined by adjustment to iso!calar giant

15
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quadruple and oct’~pcle resonance widths 43 to be k5=0. 2744.

For neck~d-i:~ or dumbbell-like shapes, the transfer of nucleons between

the end regions leads to an additional dissipation similar to the classical
3!3,39

window formula , but which also includes eftects on this transfer due to

the deforming of the end regions themselves. This modification causes a small

but noticeable change in the results from using the classical wiridow formula.

in Figure 2 I show the degree to which data on the mean fission-fragment

kinetic energies for nuclei throughout the Periodic Table are reproduced by

the previously determined value of ks = 0.27.

I T r I , I , # l., 1

~1 A
,’1’ 0

259
Suiiace-plus-window /:;# 4

Fig, 2, Reduct
window dissipat

>s
200

a

Ew t

dissipation

0LuLdAd4J_l_J
o 600 1000 1500 2000

z2/~v3

on of average fission-fragment kinetic enetgies by surface-pl’Js-
on, compared ts experimental values.

A similar aegree of reproduction is achieved with hydrodynamic: viscosity

with a strength of 0,C2 TP37, while the wall-and-winduw model significantly
.37

underestimates the energies for heavier nuc!el , althcugh it works well
for ~2,A1/3

~ 1300.

III. CALCULATED RESULIS

Through the remainder of this paper I shall cnrsidel either specific

nuclear systems with integral 2 and /? or idealized systems in which the charge

and mass nurrb~rs of each of the collidirlg o~lclei are related by Greens approx-

imation to the lir]e of beta stability
45

7



A, 0,4 A,
L.

1
=:(1 -A +20;) .

i
(7)

This choice, which is nearer to experimental conditions than IS a beta-stable
27,28

compound system leads to significantly different results f,~r thresholds .

In Figure 3, taken from Ref. 46 I show calculated macroscopic potential-

energy contours as a function of the mass moments r and u for mass symmetric

deformations of 2201’. Although quantitatively slightly different from our

present potential-energy calculations, this Figure illustrates certain quali-

tative features relevant to dynamical fusion thre~holds.

r?3r—————I I I 1 -

gp-, ‘-‘Ire-m-–m--a m——o— -20
BINARf VALL_EY

I I ,
0

J
5

DISTAN:E BETWEEN2 MASS CEN;EPS r (UNIT: OF FiO)

Fig, 3, Potential-energy contours, in units of MeV, for the reaction
]Iopd + llopd .+ ~zou calculated with a single-Yukawa macroscopic model. The
loc~tion of the sphe;e is given by the ~olid point, the location of two touch-
ing spheres by the two adjac~rt solid points, and the fission saddle point by
the intersecting dashed contours.

IrI a collision of two ‘l”Pd nuclei, the systcm moves from right to left

up the binary vall~y with u - 0.7, The calculated maximum in the one-dimen-

sional interaction-enerqy barrier occurs just outside the point of tangency,

which o~curs at r - 1.6, CI- 0,7, The spherical macroscopic ground state

(,,ingle point) occurs at r = 0.75, u - 0,5. The fission saddle point (r-

114, u- O,b) is located where the dashed conto(lrs intel sect. An important

qualitative fact Is that the maximum in the i~teraction barrier lies above the

8



saddle point in energy,
2

and is displaced from it . If this system is started

at rest at the top of the barrier (near the two touching points), it appears

that the forces on the system will tend to push it on a trajectory which would

not pass Inside tine saddle point. This expectation is borne out by dynamical
5,6

calculations . As one moves to heavier (more fissile) systems, the location

of the saddle point becomes closer to the spherical groulltistate, as shown in

Figure 4, and the height of the barrier decrease>. The existence of a dynam-

ical tht.eshold is thus due to this qualitative nature of the potential-energy

surface, whilu its exact nature depe~ds on details of the collective dynami~s.

i I 1 1 I I I 1 I I I I I 1
,

r-~ I

b I

STRETCHING

\
●

“’;ISSION
“ 35. .

●

La

% ‘[ \ ● “40

$ 0.5 - %;HER~

Z2\A=44.6

\

●
✎✠☛

✏ TANGENT”SPHERES

i11
’30- -

Y
20 \

I

Q5 Lo 1.5 20

CEN1’ERGFlwlASS SEPARAllONr (units ofRO)

Fig. 4. Locations in r-u space of the saddle points of beta-stable nuclei
with Z2/A from 18 to 44.6. Tne arrows denote the directions of the two lowest
symmetric normal modes (quadruple and hexadecapole for d sphere).

In Refs, 6-11 it was shown foi a simplified system that if the dynamical

trajectory passes through the saddle point for the system with (Z2/A)thre5h

when started at rest at. the top of the barrier, the extra energy abode the

barrier needed to drive a more fissile system with Z2/A = (Z2/A)thresh + A
.

(Zz/A) through its saddle poil,t is

AE = y[4(z2/A)12 + . . . ,

The assumpt

constrained

(8)

ons used in this paper, name’y that the colliding nuclei are

to be spherical until a 3 fm raaius neck Is formed lead to



Lx = P [A(Z2/A)]+y’ [A(Z2/A)]2 + ... . (9)

These functional forms of AE vs. Z2/A occur indepen~ently of the details of

the mechanism of dissipation. Therefore, tl~e existence of a dynamical thresh-

014 to fusion says nothing abotit the character of nuclear dissipation. How-

ever, the Vallles of (Z2/A)thresh, P, y’, etc. will depend on such details.

As an illustration of the results of dynamical calculations of fusion, I

show in Figure 5 thz shapes as a function of time, and in Figure 6 the trajec-

tories in r-u space calculated both for no dissipation and for the three

dissipation models introduced above. The calculations show the trajectories

for the mass-symmetric fusion of beta-stable nuclei ta form a system with

Z2/A= 39.5 \
1

o -

2 -

4 -

6 -

0
C3
0
0

0
0

C3
0
0
0
0
0
f=--I
0--

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

0
0

- 0

‘ 2

- 4

- 6

Fig. 5. Nuclear shapes as & ftinction of time for the symmetric collision of
b~ta-stable nuclei with just enough energy to form a compound nucleus with
Z /A = 39.5, for no dissipation. two-body viscosity, wall-and-window one-body
dissipation, and for surface-plus-window (one-body and two-body) dissipation.
The dashed shapes are the fission saddle-point shape, shown at the time~ when
the trajectories pass closest to it.
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coslty of 0,02 TP, wall-and-wind~]w disslpatlon, and for surface-plus-window
rl{~nlpatlon.
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total Z2/A = 39.5. In each case the system has been given the specified AE in

the center-of-mass frame sufficient ro just cause fusion, In only the case of

no dissipation, a trajectory which passes outside the saddle point initially

may eventually pass inside, although the dynamical model breaks down before it

is possible to unambiguously determine whether fusion is likely to occtiw, In

all dissipative calculations, the threshold can be determined unambiguously.

ResJlt.s from ;uveral analogous ‘calculations are :ompiled in Figure 7,

where I show AE vs. Z2/A for symmetric co’llislons usicg the four types of

dissip~cion, Hecause of the poot approximation of not allowing the colliding

nuclei to deform before contact, the thresholds in this model occur at too

high a value of Z2/A. The most significant point here is the extremely dif-

ferent behavior of AE vs. Z2/A for the different modes of dissipation.

IV MASS-ASYMKE’TRIC COLLISIONS AND SCALING

Up to !Ilis point I have discussed only mass-symmetric collisions. By

considering the extreme example of a proton or alpha particle fusing with a

heavy nucleus, it is eas,~ to see that increasi~g the mass asymme.:ry while

keeping fixed the overall mass and charge of the composite system leads to a
.7-11

redcction of AL . This is because an asy~metric system of two tangenl

spheres is loosely speaking more compact than a symmetric one, while the

symmetric saddle point must be reached in each c~se to cause fusion. SW’

tecki 7-11 has sugq~!sted tl,an an effective Z2/A for asymmetric systems be

defined as

same

a-

l/3Al/j(A~/3+A~’3)]. (lo)(Z2/A)eff = 4Z172/[Al /

IiowPver, it is obvious that Lhe fusiol~ behavior cannot be entirely determined

b,y the incident chanwl. but alsc~ is eflect:~d by the actual Z2/A of the conl-
26

posite system, This ~bservatiorr and sume experimental evidence has led to

the suggestion of usirlg6

(22/A )mea,l : [(Z2/A)(Z2/A)eff11”2 (11)

as thl approprlte scaling variable for asymmetric systems,

I have calculated fusion thresholds using surface-plus-window disslp~tion

fnl systems cumposed of beta-stable pairs with mass asyrrurretriesd = 0.0, 0.7,
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and 0,4 (tech!]ical difficulties with thr cal~ulat.ions have so fur precluded

findirlg results for o J (.).4). In Figures 8, 9, and 10, I show these calcu-

lated thr~sholds ar a function of Z*/A, (72/A)nff, arid (Z2/A)mean,
respec-
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tively. The Z2/A and (Z2/A)eff scalings are not appropriate for this particu-

lar model, while the (Z2/A)mean scaling works very well for ~ = 0.2, but less

well for a = 0.4. This deviation is at least reasonable, a~ there is no ●

priori reason to expect the exact. weighting of ii~coming and outgoing channels

predicted by Eq. 11 to be valid.

In Figure 10, I also show the limited data available from evaporation-
25,2b

residue measurements in this mass region .
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v. D!SCIJSS1ON AND SUMMARY

Th~re arc several problems Inherent In trying to use experime

to unambiguously rule out one ur more mechanisms of ciirsipatt

“t~25,26

~ntal fusion

on, In the

first place, there is som~ uncertainty ns to what to use fur the interoction-

barrier height; i.e., what do you subtract frol) an exp~rirwntally mentiured

fusion barrier height to arr{ve at a AF? In plotting the data on Figure 10 I

have used the harriers calculated frum the Yukawa-pl us-exponential pot@n-
t,B,32-34

In tho original references
25,26

, barrivrs found in a bass mod~l

were used; the differences between the$e two approach~s have a deviation which

renlhlnu 17 MeV for the rlqht-most point in Fio. 10.

011 of Ihcoretical barliel , can mask t,he tru~ dynamfcal

Also$ It apppnrs thnt simplr scalfnq formulas arp not

14



27,2B
sufficiently accurate for less simple models . These factors lead me to

recommer,d that unless and until a mouel with some other simple scali~g appears

that results of calculations should be evpressed as the amount of total energy

necessary to cause fusion.

It is also clear from Figu;e 10 that thresholds that are only lower

limits26 cannot be used to distinguish between some models of dissipation.

Howeve)’, realizing that an improved model of the Incoming channel will shift

the curv!s in Figs. 7-10 to the left, and that a symmetric system hss the

largest threshold for a given (Z2/A)meall, it is clear that a system somewhat

lighter than 244Fm26 would offer a much bett~r chance of determine a threshold

with a non-zero lower and a non infinite upper limit, Specifically, 1 would

recommend serious consideration of measuring the dynamical thresholds for

reactions forming evaporation residues in the immediate neighborhood ~f the

reaction

which has a comporite system Z2/A = 38.5,

with 2’/A ‘ 37,2, 1)}

(12)

(13)



The conv~rse of the preceding discussion is that ‘in order to frm ve’y

heavy systems ~t’iththe minimum amouot of excitation energy, the most asym-

[i,etrictarget-projectile configurations are favored. However, the best (s+.ill

crude) estimates using the surface-plus-window dissipation model for the

system

‘-aCa + ztacm -+ zg~l16 (15)

(0’= 0.68) indicate that t Jt of at least 30 MeV is needed to reach a rlearly—.

spherical configuration, wkich when added to the potential energy acquired in

passing to the sphere, leads to a minimum excitation ener~!y of the compound

nucleus of roughly 50 MeV48; at this excitation energy there probably would be

no shell stabilization energy. Iilfs

tion of superheavy elements formed in

heroic effo’-ts that have been applied

s consistent with the lack of observa-

fusion reactions, despite the many

to the search.
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